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ABSTRACT. We introduce Correspondence Analysis of non-negative ma-
trices from the point of view of maximixing the correlation, linearizing
the regressions, approximating the Benzécri distances, and drawing the
graph corresponding with the matrix.
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CHAPTER 1

Frequency and Proportion Data

1. Notation

Suppose F is an n × m table with frequencies. Without loss of generality
we assume m ≤ n (if m > n just transpose the table).

The row sums are collected in a diagonal matrix Fr , the column sums in
a diagonal matrix Fc. We use τ for the sum of all elements of F . Again
without loss of generality we assume the marginals are non-zero. If they
happen to be zero, we just delete the corresponding row or column.

Also define the matrix P of proportions by P =
1
k F . The diagonal matrices

of marginals of P are Pr and Pc. Clearly the elements of P (and of Pr and
Pc) add up to one.

Finally, we define row-profiles as R = F−1
r F = P−1

r P and the column-
profiles as C = F F−1

c = P P−1
c . Rows of R all add up to one, so do

columns of C .

2. Examples

In this section we give some classical examples of frequency tables. We
shall use these examples in other sections to illustrate our techniques.

2.1. Intelligence and Clothing. Around 1910 Karl Pearson, among
many others, was very interested in general intelligence, and in particular
in the role of nature and nurture in transmission of intelligence. One scale
used at the time was an estimate by the teacher of the general intelligence of
the child. Pearson defined seven ordered categories. We take the following
descriptions literally from Waite [1911, pag 93].
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6 1. FREQUENCY AND PROPORTION DATA

A – Mentally Defective: Capable of holding in the mind only the
simplest facts, and incapable of perceiving or reasoning about the
relationship between facts.

B – Slow Dull: Capable of perceiving relationship between facts in
some few fields with long and continuous effort; but not generally
nor without much assistance.

C – Slow: Very slow in thought generally, but with time understand-
ing is reached.

D – Slow Intelligent: Slow generally, although possibly more rapid
in certain field; quite sure of knowledge when once acquired.

E – Fairly Intelligent: Ready to grasp, and capable of perceiving
facts in most fields; capable of understanding without much effort.

F – Distinctly Capable: A mind quick in perception and in reason-
ing rightly about the perceived.

G – Very Able: Quite exceptionally able intellectually, as evidenced
either by the person’s career or by consensus of opinion of acquain-
tances, or by school record in case of children.

Pearson and his co-workers were interested is disentangling the effects of
nature and nurture, and for that reason they studied the cross-tabulation of
teacher’s rating of intelligence and teacher’s rating of the clothing of the
student.

The clothing scale, taken from Gilby and Pearson [1911, page 96], is

I: Very well clad.
II: Well clad, stuff suit, good boots; sufficient, even if poor.
III: Clothing poor, but passable; and old and, perhaps, ragged suit

with some attempt at proper underclothing.
IV: Clothing insufficient; boots bad and leaking.
V: Clothing the worst; no boots or makeshift substitutes for them.

The data are [Gilby and Pearson, 1911, page 103].



2. EXAMPLES 7

Intelligence
B C D E F G

C
lo

th
in

g I 33 48 113 209 194 39 636
II 41 100 202 255 138 15 751

III 39 58 70 61 33 4 265
IV,V 17 13 22 10 10 1 73

130 219 407 535 375 59 1725

Of course Pearson was well aware of the difficulty of solving the nature and
nurture problem in this way.

Is the lower intelligence of the children due to the poorer
home environment evidenced by the worse clothing, or is
the worse clothing only a mark of the lower intelligence of
the parents, which is naturally reproduced in their children ?
[Gilby and Pearson, 1911, page 97]

2.2. Eye Color and Hair Color. The data are from a large scale an-
thropometric study by Tocher [1908, 1909]. The actual table we use was
compiled from Tocher’s data for Caithness by Maung [1941a,b]. Fisher
[1940] used it for what is possibly the first practical application of CA.

Hair Color
Fair Red Medium Dark Black

E
ye

C
ol

or Blue 326 38 241 110 3 718
Light 688 116 584 188 4 1580

Medium 343 84 909 412 26 1774
Dark 98 48 403 681 85 1315

1455 286 2137 1391 118 5387

2.3. Occupational Mobility in the Fifties. The data collected by Glass
[1954] give the occupational status of T = 3497 British father-son pairs.
Occupational status in this study is a variable with seven discrete values (or
categories). Thus m = n = 7 and the table F is square.



8 1. FREQUENCY AND PROPORTION DATA

The labels are abbreviations for

PROF: professional and high administrative
EXEC: managerial and executive
HSUP: higher supervisory
LSUP: lower supervisory
SKIL: skilled manual and routine non-manual
SEMI: semi-skilled manual
UNSK: unskilled manual

The data are

Occupation of Son
PROF EXEC HSUP LSUP SKIL SEMI UNSK

O
cc

up
at

io
n

of
Fa

th
er PROF 50 19 26 8 18 6 2 129

EXEC 16 40 34 18 31 8 3 150
HSUP 12 35 65 66 123 23 21 345
LSUP 11 20 58 110 223 64 32 518
SKIL 14 36 114 185 714 258 189 1510
SEMI 0 6 19 40 179 143 71 458

UNSK 0 3 14 32 141 91 106 387
103 159 330 459 1429 593 424 3497



CHAPTER 2

Maximum Correlation

1. Introduction

Computing the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient for some of
our frequency tables F seems impossible. In most examples the variables
in the table are not numerical, which means we have no numbers to work
with to compute our means, variances, and covariance.

The value of the correlation coefficient ρ(x, y) depends on values (scores)
x and y assigned to the rows and the columns. In most of our example so
far these scores are not available. And even if they are, we may wonder
how the correlation coefficient changes if we changed the scores (i.e. if we
transformed the variables).

Over the last 100 years there have been many statisticians who have studied
ρ as a function of x and y [Pearson, 1906; Hirschfeld, 1935; Fisher, 1940;
Maung, 1941b; Gebelein, 1941; Lancaster, 1958, 1969; Renyi, 1959; Csáki
and Fisher, 1963; Dembo et al., 2001; Bryc et al., 2004].

To study this problem it is more convenient to work with P and with its
diagonal matrices Pc and Pr of row and column marginals. Suppose the
scores x and y are in deviations of the mean, i.e. suppose u′

n Pr x = 0 and
u′

m Pc y = 0, where un and um are vectors of the appropriate length with all
their elements equal to one. The variances of the row and column scores
are x ′ Pr x and y′ Pc y, and the covariance is x ′ Py.

We can maximize the correlation ρ(x, y) by choosing scores x and y with
unit variances that maximize the covariance. This is a maximization prob-
lem with equality constraints, which can be solved by introducing Lagrange
multipliers and differentiating the corresponding Lagrangian. Because we
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10 2. MAXIMUM CORRELATION

are maximizing a continuous and differentiable function on a compact set,
the maximum correlation exists, and is given by a solution of the stationary
equations.

One could also compute the minimum correlation coefficient. But clearly
if scores x̂ and ŷ give the maximum correlation ρ̂, then x̂ and −ŷ give the
minimum correlation −ρ̂. Thus the problem of computing the minimum
correlation is not of independent interest. We shall briefly refer to the prob-
lem of minimizing ρ2(x, y) below.

2. Stationary Equations

The Lagrangian is

(1) L(x, y, λ, µ, α, β) =

= x ′ Py − λ(x ′ Pr x − 1) − µ(y′ Pc y − 1) − αu′

n Pr x − βu′

m Pc y

Differentiation leads to the stationary equations

Py = λPr x + αPr un,(2a)

P ′x = µPc y + β Pcum,(2b)

x ′ Pr x = 1,(2c)

y′ Pc y = 1,(2d)

x ′ Pr un = 0,(2e)

y′ Pcum = 0.(2f)

Of coure there may be additional solutions of these stationary equations
which define neither maxima nor minima. This will be analyzed in detail
below.
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We also study the somewhat simpler system

Py = ρ Pr x,(3a)

P ′x = ρ Pc y,(3b)

x ′ Pr x = 1,(3c)

y′ Pc y = 1.(3d)

The next two theorems show that solutions of (2) can be easily computed
from those of (3), and vice versa.

THEOREM 2.1.

If (x̂, ŷ, λ̂, µ̂, α̂, β̂) solves (2) then

(1) λ̂ = µ̂ = ρ(x̂, ŷ),

(2) α̂ = β̂ = 0,

and thus (x̂, ŷ, ρ(x̂, ŷ)) solves (3).

PROOF. Suppose(x̂, ŷ, λ̂, µ̂, α̂, β̂) solves (2). If we premultiply (2a) by
x̂ ′ and (2b) by ŷ′ we see that

x̂ ′ P ŷ = λ̂x̂ ′ Pr x̂ + α̂ x̂ ′ Pr un = λ̂,

ŷ′ P ′ x̂ = µ̂ŷ′ Pc ŷ + β̂ ŷ′ Pcum = λ̂,

and thus λ̂ = µ̂ = x̂ ′ P ŷ = ρ(x̂, ŷ). If we premultiply (2a) by u′
n and (2b)

by u′
m we see that

u′

n P ŷ = λ̂u′

n Pr x̂ + α̂u′

n Pr un = α̂,

u′

m P ′ x̂ = µ̂u′

m Pc ŷ + β̂u′

m Pcum = β̂,

and because u′
n P ŷ = u′

m Pc ŷ = 0 and u′
m P ′ x̂ = u′

n Pr x̂ = 0 we have
α̂ = β̂ = 0. �

Theorem 2.1 has a partial converse.

THEOREM 2.2.

(1) (un, um, 1) solves (3),
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(2) if (x̂, ŷ, 1) solves (3) and x̂ ′ Pr un = ŷ′ Pcum = 0 then (x̂, ŷ, 1, 1, 0, 0)

solves (2),
(3) if (x̂, ŷ, ρ̂) solves (3) and ρ̂2 < 1, then x̂ ′ Pr un = ŷ′ Pcum = 0 and

(x̂, ŷ, ρ̂, ρ̂, 0, 0) solves (2).

PROOF. We can easily see that (a) and (b) are true by substituting them
into the stationary equations. Part (c) is a bit less obvious. Suppose (x̂, ŷ, ρ̂)

solves (3). Premultiplying (3a) by u′
n and (3b) by u′

m gives

u′

m Pc ŷ = ρ̂u′

n Pr x̂,

u′

n Pr x̂ = ρ̂u′

m Pc ŷ.

This implies (1 − ρ̂2)u′
n Pr x̂ = (1 − ρ̂2)u′

m Pc ŷ = 0. Thus if ρ̂2 < 1 the
solutions x̂ and ŷ satisfy u′

n Pr x̂ = u′
m Pc ŷ = 0 . Now use part (2b). This

proves the second part. �

Summarize

3. Linearizing the regressions

The regression are linear for standardized scores x and y if the conditional
expectations are on straight lines throught the origin. This means

D−1 Fy = λx,

E−1 F ′x = λy.

But these are exactly the stationary equations for optimizing the correla-
tion coefficient. Thus any solution of the stationary equations give scores
linearizing the regressions, and vice versa.

Another way of saying this: if we have scores linearizing the regressions,
then a small perturbation of the scores will not change the correlation coef-
ficient.

4. Maximizing Correlation Ratio’s

Perfect correlation.
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5. Reciprocal Averaging and the Centroid Principle

6. Computation

7. Monotonicity Restrictions

8. Examples





CHAPTER 3

Chi-square Decomposition of Bivariate Tables

1. Different solutions

The following theorem generalizes part (2c) of Theorem 2.2, which is the
special case in which one of the solutions is (un, um, 1).

THEOREM 1.1. Suppose (x̂, ŷ, ρ̂) and (x̃, ỹ, ρ̃) are two solutions to (3). If
ρ̂ 6= ρ̃ then x̂ ′ Pr x̃ = ŷ′ Pc ỹ = 0.

PROOF.

P ŷ = ρ̂ Pr x̂,(4a)

P ′ x̂ = ρ̂ Pc ŷ,(4b)

and

P ỹ = ρ̃ Pr x̃,(4c)

P ′ x̃ = ρ̃ Pc ỹ.(4d)

Premultiply (4a) by x̃ ′ and (4b) by ỹ′. Use (4c) and (4d) to obtain

ρ̃ ỹ′ Pc ŷ = ρ̂ x̃ ′ Pr x̂,

ρ̃ x̃ ′ Pr x̂ = ρ̂ ỹ′ Pc ŷ,

which implies (ρ̂2
− ρ̃2)x̂ ′ Pr x̃ = (ρ̂2

− ρ̃2)ŷ′ Pc ỹ = 0. Thus if ρ̂2
6= ρ̃2 we

have x̂ ′ Pr x̃ = ŷ′ Pc ỹ = 0. �

Thus different solutions, with different correlation coefficients, are orthog-
onal to each other. In particular, this implies our previous result that all
solutions with a correlation coefficient less than one are centered. It also
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16 3. CHI-SQUARE DECOMPOSITION OF BIVARIATE TABLES

implies there cannot be more than m solutions with different correlation co-
efficients (because we cannot have more than m orthogonal vector of length
m).

What remains to be done is to look at different solutions with the same
correlation coefficient.

THEOREM 1.2. Suppose (x̂, ŷ, ρ̂) and (x̃, ỹ, ρ̂) are two solutions to (3).
Then (α x̂ + β x̃, α ŷ + β ỹ, ρ̂) is a solution of (3) for all α and β.

PROOF. Simple substitution. �

Thus all (unnormalized) solutions with correlation equal to ρ̂ form a lin-
ear subspace. Solutions with a different correlation ρ̃ form another sub-
space, orthogonal to the first one. Again, the dimensionality of the dif-
ferent solution subspaces cannot add up to more than m. It also follows
that if the dimensionality of the solution subspace corresponding with ρ̂ is
larger than one, then we can choose an orthonormal basis of solutions in
this space. Thus if the dimensionality is d we can choose x1, · · · , xd such
that x ′

i Pr x j = 0 for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ d. And the same for the row scores
y1, · · · , yd .

Or, in summary, different solutions either are orthogonal (when they cor-
respond to different correlations) or they can be chosen to be orthogonal
(when they correspond with the same correlation coefficient).

2. More on Existence

So far we have shown that scores giving the maximal correlation exists, and
that additional solutions, if they exist, are orthogonal to each other. This is
actually enough to give a general answer to the existence problem.

THEOREM 2.1. We can find an n × m matrix X, an m × m matrix Y , and
an m × m non-negative diagonal matrix S, with elements non-increasing
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along the diagonal, such that

PY = Pr X S,

P ′X = PcY S,

X ′ Pr X = I,

Y ′ PcY = I.

PROOF. The proof is constructive and builds up X and Y column by
column. In step s = 0, we start with the solution (u,um, 1). In step
1 <= s <= m − 1 we find the next column of X and Y by maximizing
the correlation coefficient ρ(x, y) over all scores x and y, with the addi-
tional condition that x and y are orthogonal to the previous s − 1 solutions
x̂0, · · · , x̂s−1 and ŷ0, · · · , ŷs−1 that we have already computed. �

X ′ PY = R

Y −1
= Y ′E

P = DX RY ′E

SVD

3. The Burt Table, Indicator Matrices, and Canonical Correlation

4. Approximating the Benzécri Distances

Also define the column sums p• j , the row sums pi• and the normalized
rows p j |i =

pi j
pi•

and normalized columns pi | j =
pi j
p• j

.

The Benzécri, or chi-square, distance between rows i and k of P is

δ2
ik = T

m∑
j=1

(p j |i − p j |k)
2

p• j
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The delta method shows that if row and column variables are independent,
then δ2

ik
L
⇒ χ2

m−1.

Let

hi j =

√
T pi j

pi•
√p• j

.

Then δ2
ik is the squared Euclidean distance between rows i and k of H . The

matrix H can also be written as H = D−1 F E−1/2, and thus, using unit
vectors ei and ek ,

δ2
ik = (ei − ek)

′D−1 F E−1 F ′D−1(ei − ek).

But D−1 F E−1
= X3Y ′ and thus

δ2
ik = (ei − ek)

′X32 X ′(ei − ek),

which means the Benzécri distances are squared Euclidean distances be-
tween the rows of X = X3. In fact

δ2
ik = (x i − xk)

′(x i − xk).

The same reasoning can obviously be applied to the columns.

5. Decomposing Chi-square

6. The Bivariate Normal, Polynomiality

7. Horseshoes

8. Joint Plots



CHAPTER 4

Graph Drawing

1. Graph Drawing

A contingency table or cross table can be interpreted as the adjacency matrix
of a weighted bipartite graph. The graph has m + n vertices and mn edges,
with the edge connecting row-vertex i and column-vertex j having weight
fi j . If fi j = 0 then the edge has weight zero, and can be simply considered
to be absent.

In graph drawing [Battista et al., 1998] we want to draw a picture of the
graph that is easy to read and clearly shows the most important relation-
ships. Vertices are generally presented as point, and edges as lines. The
general of a “nice” or “clear” drawing can be quantified in many different
ways, but we shall interpret it to mean that edges with a large weight in the
graph should generally be short in the drawing.

More precisely we want to minimize

σ(X, Y ) =

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

fi j d2
i j (X, Y ),

where d2
i j (X, Y ) is the squared distance between row i of X and row j of

Y . Expanding gives

σ(X, Y ) = tr X ′DX + tr Y ′EY − 2tr X ′FY.

If we want to minimize the loss function we need a normalization condition
to rule out the trivial solution in which both X and Y are zero. There are
three obvious choices for normalization. We can require X ′DX = T I
or Y ′EY = T I or X ′DX + Y ′EY = 2T I . In principle we could also

19



20 4. GRAPH DRAWING

require X ′DX = Y ′EY = T I , but these last conditions are obviously more
restrictive.

Let us first compute the solution requiring X ′DX = T I . There are no
restrctions on Y , which means that the optimum Y for given X is Ŷ =

E−1 F ′X . Substituting this, and using X ′DX = T I , shows that

σ(X, Ŷ ) = pT − tr X ′F E−1 F ′X

and thus ...

Requiring Y ′EY = T I and not restricting X gives, by the same argument,
F ′D−1 FY = Y3 and X = D−1 FY .

Requiring X ′DX + Y ′EY = 2T I gives the equations

FY = DX3,

F ′X = EY3.

2. Binary Data

If the data matrix F is binary then the usual introductions of Correspon-
dence Analysis, using correlation and chi-square, do not make much sense.
The same is true for the Benzécri distances. But the graph drawing rationale
still applies, and in fact becomes more convincing.

The loss function σ now is the total squared length of the vertices in the
graph. We have

σ(X, Y ) =

∑ ∑
{d2

i j (X, Y ) | fi j = 1}

Again we can choose different normalizations sich as X ′F→X = k I or
Y ′F↓Y = k I , or both.

3. Dédoublement

4. Bounded Data

5. Paired Comparisons and Rank Orders



CHAPTER 5

Data Sets

21
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1. Galton Data

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 7 2 4
0 0 0 0 1 3 4 3 5 10 4 9 2 2
1 0 1 0 1 1 3 12 18 14 7 4 3 3
0 0 1 16 4 17 27 20 33 25 20 11 4 5
1 0 7 11 16 25 31 34 48 21 18 4 3 0
0 3 5 14 15 36 38 28 38 19 11 4 0 0
0 3 3 5 2 17 17 14 13 4 0 0 0 0
1 0 9 5 7 11 11 7 7 5 2 1 0 0
1 1 4 4 1 5 5 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 2 4 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
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2. Pearson Data

3. Senate Data

4. Sleeping Bag Data

5. Mammals Data

6. GALO Data
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